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Who has heard of quadratic funding?

Who here actually understands it?

Who has funded a project in a QF program?

Who only did it because you thought you 
might get an airdrop in the future?

Let’s take a quick poll...



Emerging Web3 tooling will boost scalability and mechanism 
design tweaks can drive adoption in new communities

QF has proven to be a powerful tool but primarily in 
niche communities and with limited new advancements

As adoption has grown problems are becoming more apparent

[TLDW]
(if you can’t miss happy hour)

(QF = gud)
(Scale = hard)

(Innovation + experimentation 
= transcendence)



WTF is QF?

Section 1

(spoiler alert)



Why Quadratic Funding? 
wtfisqf.com

Quadratic Funding is the mathematically optimal way 
to fund public(?) goods in a democratic(?) community

1:1 matching: both get $100

QF matching: Grant 1 gets $20, Grant 2 gets $180

Grant 1 Grant 2

$100
$10 $10 $10 $10

$10

https://wtfisqf.com/


QF Multiplies Matching



How much 
influence 

you 
purchase

How much you value a given public good

One dollar one vote
(dominated by capital)

Quadratic voting (funding) One person one vote
(dominated by people)

Preferences of the many outweigh the preferences of the few



Quadratic Funding & Public Goods
Proposed as means to fund Public Goods
Use cases in practice have mainly focused 
on this (like Open Source Software) 

Excludable Non-Excludable

Rivalrous Private Goods
Food, clothes, 
cars, & other 
consumer goods

Common Goods
Fish, timber, coal

Non- 
Rivalrous

Club Goods
Cinemas, private 
parks, satellite 
TV

Public goods
Clean air, open 
source software, 
privacy

QF has promising utility in more areas than 
what we traditionally think of as “public goods”
This classification system is expanding



Where we are today

Section 2



Nice



Gitcoin Grants Growth

(GR1 / Jan 2019)

200 
Contributions

$38k
Raised

(GR14 / June 2022)

600k 
Contributions

$5mm
Raised



$4.3M+



Ecosystem Rounds - Empowering communities to signal preferences



Cause Rounds - Breaking QF out of the Web3 Bubble





Geographic QF - Regional & Local Rounds 



Growing pains

Section 3





Mitigating Sybil Attacks & Fraud

Infinite game of Red Team vs. Blue team

Sybil Sybil Sybil

Sybil attacks are increasing with adoption

Airdrop farmers
Self donors
Collusion

Fraudulent Grants

Impersonations
Emulations

The solution? Identity!





Gitcoin Grants 1.0

Until now Gitcoin QF rounds have run on a 
centralized stack 

Necessary to prevent fraud/Sybil attacks, but:
● High bandwidth requirements
● Centralized decision making
● Humans prone to error

The path towards decentralization includes:
● A permissionless protocol
● Resilient identity systems
● Community curation
● Self serve product features Oversight via Governance

$ 3m matching

End Users Pairwise
QF Grants

Passport

Other 
dApps

Grant Approvals

Grant Reviewers

Data team 2

Open data

Data team 2

Data team 1



New primitives and tooling

Decentralized identity

Without reliable identity systems, permissionless 
QF platforms will never work at scale

Gitcoin Passport - OSS dapp

💡Privacy preservation → No PII in the passport

♺ Decentralization → No centralized data storage 
(Ceramic Network)

💰 Gitcoin Trust Bonus Reader and Scorer

🛠 Open Source SDK; Integrate with your dApp

60,000 passports already created!

Gitcoin Passport



Sybil Resistance

quadratic funding

quadratic voting

Fair launches

UBI

one-person-one-vote DAOs

data collectives

Plural funding



New primitives and tooling
TCRs making 
a comeback?

Incentivized community curation

Staking on identities, grants, reputation, can 
gamify protocol defense, penalize fraud and 
bad actors 

Token Curated Registries 

Popularized in 2017 (A.D.), TCRs are trusted 
lists maintained by communities via an 
incentivized voting game

Leverage the “Wisdom of the Crowd”

Aligns incentives among token holders

Or not?



New flavors of QF

Section 4



FUND

GRANTS



QF in practice strays from the “pure” math

And that’s ok :)

*Fixed matching pool and fixed time limit = 
matches scale based on saturation

● Trust verification & bonuses

● Matching caps

● Pairwise Bounding

● Overlapping rounds

What is optimal?

^Sqrt 1 contribution^

^Sum of all Sqrt^

Yellow = matching*



Pairwise Bounding (& extensions)

A deterrent mechanism based on patterns between 

users to protect against Sybil attacks/collusion

Less correlated pool of donors = more matching

More correlated pool of donors = less matching 

Plural pairwise QF: incorporating social distance to 
encourage outgroup collaboration with SBTs/DID



MACI - Privacy by Design

Minimal Anti-Collusion Infrastructure

MACI voting (or funding) is private, helping to 
avoid collusion and vote buying

When applied to QF, MACI ensures users cannot 
prove how they donated

Source - Release Announcement: MACI 1.0

https://medium.com/privacy-scaling-explorations/release-announcement-maci-1-0-c032bddd2157


Retroactive Public Goods Funding

Expert driven, proportional to past value generated

In practice, “whitelisted”, QV not QF

Providing OSS projects an exit incentivizes new 
initial funding sources

Exciting Gitcoin <> Optimism collab in the works! 

Do you reward past work in regular QF rounds?



Dominance Assurance Contracts
Mitigating the free rider problem for public goods

Assurance Contract - if a threshold ($ raised or # of donors) is not met, donors are refunded

Dominance Assurance Contract - if threshold is not met, refunds include an additional bonus

A DAC could be structured so if it is funded, the project owner retains some profit

Win - win for donors: Public good gets funded, or they earn a profit (dominant strategy?)



Quadratic Voting
Do we need the F in of QF?

QV, the predecessor to QF, may better 
serve the needs of some communities

Needs strong Sybil protection or 
whitelists/permissions

More useful for single choice decisions

Lacks the QF benefit of raising 
additional funds via user contributions



What’s next?

Section 5



Balancing the scales of scalability

Create a customizable, 
permissionless, multi-chain 

grants protocol with the 
newest Web3 features

Create a simple, user friendly 
grants platform to break QF 
out of the blockchain bubble



The Gitcoin Grants Protocol

Permissionless
Modular

Decentralized 
= 

communities can rapidly test 
different public goods funding 

mechanisms 

Passport

Round Manager 

Grant Hub

Job Boards

Other Fundraising 
Platforms / 

Mechanisms

Non-gitcoin Grant 
Programs

Optimism RPGF

Grant Program 

Grant Program 

Grant Explorer

Rabbithole

Snapshot

Other dApps w/ 
Identity Needs

Gitcoin Grants 
Program



We envision…
project owners using the Grants Hub to 
kickstart their project’s existence and then 
as a vehicle for growth

hundreds of funding programs running at any 
time, designed and operated in a self-sovereign 
way by the communities they serve

https://granthub.gitcoin.co/
https://granthub.gitcoin.co/
https://round-manager.gitcoin.co/
https://round-manager.gitcoin.co/
https://granthub.gitcoin.co/


GRANTS 1.0 GRANTS PROTOCOL

Monolith

Ecosystem

Platform

MACI QF Pairwise 
QF

Retro 
Public 
Goods

Conviction 
Voting

Proof of 
Impact

Grants registry Other grants platforms/protocols

Main Gitcoin 
Round

Side 
Rounds

CLR
Fund

Retro 
PG EF ESP

Gitcoin Grants Protocol

Governance

Ratify 
Round 

Params

Sybil 
Prevention

Grants 
Curation

Choose your own adventure



Thank you!

Connor O’Day
GitcoinDAO
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